CHAPTER 6: Performing Basic Vehicle Maneuvers

Name __________________________

Straight Paths Driving School

Section 1: Steering, Signaling and Changing Lanes
Steering control is ____________ to __________, ____________ driving. Developing steering
control involves acquiring _____________ habits, such as _____________ far ahead into your
intended path of ____________, using space _______________, ______________ speed, and
continually ______________ the steering wheel.
Develop the habit of _______________ every time you plan to ___________, _____________ lanes,
_____________, or stop.
Section 2: Making Turns and Turning the Vehicle Around
Making ____________ properly depends on ____________ control, ___________ control, and good
____________ habits. Look __________ ahead as you approach the turn. _______________ where
your vehicle will go, any _______________ in your path, and how much to ________________.
You use __________ - ___________ - ____________ steering by _____________ the steering wheel
_______________ with one hand while your other hand _______________ over to pull the wheel
farther down.
Some drivers prefer __________ -_____________ steering for some maneuvers. You __________
the steering wheel up with ____________ hand and ______________ it down with the other hand.
This method allows you to keep ____________ ______________ on the steering wheel at all times.
Section 3: Parking
Some drivers find _______________ a vehicle a ______________ maneuver to execute, because
the ____________ of the parking space is ________________. Parking your vehicle requires
___________ control, ________________ control, and _________________ ________________.
Many drivers use ________________ points to serve as guides in determining the ______________
of the vehicle in the road-way. A ________________ point is some part of the ________________
or __________________ of the vehicle, as viewed from the _________________ seat, that relates
to some part of the road-way. _________________ points can be developed for the
______________, ______________, or _______________ to help you know where your vehicle is
located in the ________________. A standard reference point is the point on the vehicle that is
_______________ for most drivers. This could be a ___________________ mirror, a ___________
ornament, or the ______________ of the hood.

